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• University of Strathclyde – Established 1796 as "place of useful 

learning" by John Anderson

– Now 21,470 FTE students & 3,200 staff

• Among 20 top research-intensive universities in the UK

• Research income 2016: £60 million

Institutional history

Assessed by UK Research Excellence Framework 

(REF) to have #1 research in physics
• 3rd in Electrical & Electronic Engineering (1st in 

Scotland)

• 4th in Engineering (Aerospace, Mechanical, Marine, 

etc)

Strong outside science & engineering…

https://www.strath.ac.uk/


Repository platform

Running EPrints 3.3.13: Strathprints

https://www.eprints.org/uk/
https://strathprints.strath.ac.uk/


CRIS platform

Running Pure 5.13.1

https://www.elsevier.com/en-gb/solutions/pure


• Connected Repository-CRIS ecosystem at Strathclyde: CRIS content 

writing to Strathprints

• ‘Connectors’ developed for main repository platforms

– Maintenance overhead variable across platforms….?

• Data exchange between CRIS & IR handled by proprietary ‘connector’

• Complex  two-way  exchange  of  data  with IRs

– WebDAV and  XSLT  for  object  translation

– Submit operations, update and delete operations handled by the 

‘connector’

– EPrints CRUD interface via plugin

– Principal metadata elements accommodated, embargoes, etc.

• Validated content written to EPrints via cron job running every minute

Repository-CRIS configuration

http://www.webdav.org/


• Research output metadata from Pure

• Serialized as MODS/XML for exchange and ‘long-term’ 

storage

– ICYDK, Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS)

– Maintained by the Network Development & MARC Standards 

Office of the Library of Congress

• MODS/XML used as basis for transformation by XSLT to 

EPrints schema writing metadata to IR (Strathprints)

– MODS used for EPrints but also other connected repository 

platforms, e.g. DSpace

Metadata schema

https://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/


MODS/XML metadata 

serialization (Pure)

<mods:extension>



MODS/XML metadata – XSLT 

transformation to EPrints XML metadata 

schema

Possible to modify XSLT to accommodate *some* IR 

requirements

Restrictions on data available from Pure – must be in 

MODS/XML serialization to be available to IR 



• Connection between Pure & 

connected IR

– ‘Connector heavy’

– No control over content sent to 

external repository

– Conflict: the CRIS & IR 

dichotomy

• CRIS ≠ repository

• Long standing requirement for 

partial connection between 

CRIS & IR

– So-called ‘connector lite’

– Possible late 2016

– Configuration

‘Connector lite’
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Interoperability challenges



• Proprietary CRIS = Proprietary standards

– Restrictions on data which can be pulled via Pure connector
• Limits repository functionality scope

• Limits compliance scope

• Catch 22 & the ‘compliance conundrum’

– Maintaining the connector more onerous depending on your repository (?)

– Connector over-writes pre-existing repository content with every CRIS-to-

repository interaction

• But proprietary CRIS ≠ proprietary standards

– Greater support for open standards

– SWORD V2 support preferable; simplification of base interoperability but 

resisted by vendor (see Symplectic Elements)

• Elsevier: Apathy & not knowing the business

– Lack of domain experience by developers leads to inappropriate ‘solutions’

– Reaching for convenient solutions rather than appropriates ones

Connector openness: protocols

http://swordapp.org/


• MODS/XML as foundation metadata v. good!
– Good specificity for core descriptive metadata

• But:
– Incorrect data modelling in areas

– Native MODS/XML does not support all data types necessary for IRs

– Does Pure include these data types anyway? No.
• Project data

• Publication states

• Relations: associative links to related content / data unsupported, e.g. data

– <mods:extension> - what should be used within this bucket?!

– Agreement necessary about which schema to be used

Connector openness: metadata



• Adopting metadata application 

profiles problematic in 

connected CRIS/IR 

configuration

1. Pure = limited native support

2. EPrints = excellent native 

support

3. But bridging the gap requires 

hacking

• Unsatisfactory & linked to 

vendor apathy / lack of 

openness 

• [Spectre of semantic 

interoperability & data quality 

problems
– Quality of CRIS administrative data 

an additional interoperability 

impediment ]

Metadata application profiles

RIOXX 
compliance

• (Minor) RIOXX 
support at Pure 
connector side, 
enabling XSLT 
changes to 
support 
Strathprints data 
import

CORE 
aggregation

•CORE 
aggregates 
Strathprints 
RIOXX content 
& maps to 
OpenAIRE for 
Lit. Repos

OpenAIRE
compliance

• CORE send 
mapped 
metadata to 
OpenAIRE

Case study: OpenAIRE

compliance of Strathprints

Only certain RIOXX data 

elements supported by 

Pure, e.g. no FundREF id



• Interoperability could be better!

• Improved support by Pure for open standards & protocols 

needed

– Reaching for domain standards first rather than what is convenient 

for local developers

– Opening up more data for repository integration

– Minimising overhead for institutions & avoiding disenfranchisement

• Agreement on exposure of metadata to repository systems

– Likely disparate practice across CRIS systems & repositories

• Getting one’s own house in order: semantic interoperability 

and data quality issues in campus-wide CRIS systems

Concluding thoughts


